
WHat appEals 
so MuCH about 
apps?

ast year we saw Apple celebrate the 10th anniversary of 
the iPhone, a device that has become synonymous with 
the notion of accessibility on the go. without consumers 

asking, Apple developed a product that empowers us to manage 
our lives from the palm of our hand. in 2008, it was predicted that 
mobile internet use would surpass desktop use by 2014. while 
this prediction may have been bold then, it comes as little shock 
that we are now spending more than 65 hours every month on our 
smartphones. we have now reached the tipping point of mobile 
technology, with usage surpassing that of any other internet 
connected device.

so, what is the driving force behind the popularity of mobile 
tech? now more than ever we are using our smartphones to 
complete tasks, from achieving our fitness goals to ordering 
dinner from our favourite restaurant. we find ourselves living 
in the ‘Golden Age of Apps’, with 82% of mobile minutes spent 
using apps instead of browsers.

why is that? Mobile technology is set apart from its desktop 
counterpart due to the specificity of apps, each designed to 
enable us to complete tasks of a singular nature. with technology 
dedicated to better serve our needs, our Barclays app helps 
us manage our banking, easyjet’s app enables us to book and 
manage travel, and all through easy-to-use, enjoyable mobile 
applications built with the intent to make processes simpler.

no longer are we looking for generic solutions; apps fulfil this 
requirement. we are looking for precise means of completing 
tasks, and just as businesses create apps for particular uses, 
infoTrack focuses on simplifying the conveyancing process for 
conveyancers and property lawyers with technology that meets 
their specific needs. with much of the current process fragmented, 
we design products to enable you to complete all of your essential 
conveyancing tasks in a single platform for increased efficiency.

often in the legal sector, firms choose their software providers 
before truly understanding their employee needs. however, 
selecting great technology will save you time on administrative 
tasks, giving you more time to focus on your firm as a business, 
and your clients. whether looking for a product that integrates with 
pre-existing technology in your firm, or upgrading the tech you use 
to better serve your requirements, targeted technology will provide 
increased productivity and financial gain in the long run. 

ADAM Bullion, Head of Marketing, InfoTrack.

tHE poWEr 
oF CoMpound 
groWtH – Your 
FuturE, Your 
CHildrEn’s 
FuturE

e all tend to have subtle variations on three main life goals; 
(i) do something we enjoy and earn enough money doing 
it to live the life we want, (ii) save enough so we can retire 

and maintain that lifestyle and (iii) support family and others close 
to us both now and in the future.
 
we are all busy. Life is expensive and challenging. it can be quite 
easy to get embroiled in life goal 1 and forget about planning for 
goals 2 and 3.
 
school fees, university fees, the property ladder, retirement - all 
targets. All items which need to be saved for. with the burgeoning 
size of student debt and the burden that places on graduates 
today, it has never been more important to try and ease the strain 
for future generations.
 
with the right approach, the solution can actually be quite simple, 
bring these targets within reach and allow you to focus on life 
goal 1. early regularity of saving and investment prudence need to 
combine and you should reap the rewards of compound growth 
over time.
 
if we assume that you have two children and £500 a month to 
save, you could allocate £200 to a pension, £140 to an isA and 
£160 to Junior isAs (£80 per child). if you maintain this discipline 
from when your children are born to when they turn 18, and 
assume investment growth of 5%* per annum, you could have 
a pot of c£27,500 in a Junior isA for each child to help fund 
university fees.
 
over a 30 year career, assuming you have allocated that £340 a month 
to your isA and pension (with the pension contributions grossing up to 
£250 a month), and also assuming 5%* per annum investment growth, 
you would have a pot of c£318,000 for retirement.

Despite the recent Bank of england base rate increase, interest 
rates remain very low in comparison to historic levels and it is 
likely that an element of investment risk will need to be taken to 
achieve a 5%* per annum return. A highly speculative approach is 
not always necessary however, and you should not put excessive 
risk on what you are saving as this could jeopardise the benefits 
of compound growth. An appropriate asset allocation and fund 
selection, which evolves as you get closer to the end objective, 
should get you there.

evidently, compound growth is powerful. Make sure you take 
advantage of it and ask a financial adviser to put you on the  
right track. 

MAx FollAnD, Chartered Financial Planner, Saunderson House.

*Net of charges. 
It is important to note that the value of many investments and the income therefrom can 
fall as well as rise. Past performance should not be taken as a reliable indicator of potential 
future performance and you may not get back the full amount you originally invested.
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